FOUR CLAUSES IN OUR CONSTITUTION TO BLOCK SHARIA
Sharia is against our Constitution and against the Laws of the united States of America.
In our land, our Framers of our country have specified the following:
Our Rights come from God. This is clearly stated in our Declaration of Independence.
We have, as the basis of our Republic, the Shield and the Sword:
The Shield is our God Given Rights.
The Sword is our Constitution.
Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness is our unalienable right.
There are 4 provisions in our Constitution to stop any invasion into our land:


1: SUPREMACY CLAUSE: ARTICLE 6. CLAUSE 2 AND 3

This states: The Constitution is the Supreme Law of our land. This covers every inch of
our land, including our waters, going into the surrounding ocean for 200 miles.


2: ARTICLE 1. SECTION 9. CLAUSE 1

This delegates Congress the power to control immigration.


3: ARTICLE 4 SECTION 4

This REQUIRES the Federal government to PROTECT the States from invasion.


4: Article 1. Section 8. Clause 15

This authorizes Congress to call for State militia to suppress insurrection and repel
invasion.
The Federalist Papers: Additionally: The Federalist Papers: last 5 paragraphs of
Federalist Papers # 28: Alexander Hamilton made it clear to ban and outlaw subversive
and alien cultures that are damaging to America.
*********
The Supremacy clause outlaws Sharia or any other law of government.
Our Framers put the clause in to establish that we cannot have a country with competing
laws.
The SUPREME LAW of the Land is our Constitution and ONLY our Constitution.
This is the purpose of Article 6 Clause 2 & 3.
Anyone guilty of insurrection triggers the 3rd. component: The REQUIREMENT of the
FED to protect our states.

Call to action:


In America you cannot follow any other law except American Law. As long as
each one of us maintain our American law, sharia cannot grow in America.

Some people may say there are ‘ good things’ about Sharia. However, those are
irrelevant. Only American Law is supreme in America.

The so called good things are a Trojan Horse: a means to get the dangerous, inhumane
and unlawful practices into our country.
That is why we must evoke the prescient clauses in our Constitution to protect our
country and her people.

